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This is a big week! We are coming off a solar eclipse in Cancer, Venus changed 
signs today, and Mercury stations retrograde in just a few days on the 7th. 
You may have noticed Instagram is down again today (it also went down last 
mercury retrograde) and that there have tech slowdowns or crossed signals in 
communication. 

NEW MOON 
As mentioned in your last guide, new moon rituals can be done any time after 
11:20p tonight, July 3rd. You generally have about 60 hours after the time 
the new moon is exact for your practices. The Cancer New Moon was exact 
at 3:16p on July 2nd. Normally, it’s ideal to work close to the exact time but 
because of the eclipse this time we postponed this. 

The theme of this eclipse is so much about PARENTING and for many of us 
that might mean SELF-PARENTING. The Sun is the Cosmic Father and the 
Moon the Cosmic Mother. The theme of this eclipse is our relationship to our 
parents/guardians and subsequent authority figures (which are modeled 
off our parental relationships) and commitment to offering ourselves both 
DISCIPLINE and SOFTNESS. 

JOURNAL QUESTIONS
1. What does a divine Father or masculine energy mean to me? What 

associations do I have with this?

2. What does a divine Mother or feminine energy mean to me? What association 
do I have with this?

3. What did I need from my father that I did receive? 

4. What did I need from my father that I didn’t receive?

5. What did I need from my mother that I did receive? 

6. What did I need from my mother that I didn’t receive?

7. Do I have anger, sadness, or resentment about any type of care I didn’t 
get when I was young? Are there any present manifestations reflective of  
that lack? 
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8. What would I like to see come into my life to help give me more of what 
has been missing?

9. What are offerings I can give myself that provide this?  Is this, in fact, 
something I can provide for myself? Why or why not? 

10. What would be helpful tools, conditions, mindsets, or bridges toward feeling 
the sense of a loving mother and father in my life and my energetic field? 

11. What in nature provides father-like energy for me?

12. What in nature provides mother-like energy for me?

Note: I talk more about these energies in the webinar which you can watch the 
replay of on the page.

SUGGESTIONS FOR CREATING YOUR OWN RITUAL: 

I would suggest a ritual that involves a loving mother goddess like Mary, Kwan 
Yin or Venus, one that emphasizes COMPASSION, CARE, and commitment 
to your own instinctive needs and desires (very much tied to the moon). 
Ceremony that involves comfort to the senses, cooking and delicious food, or 
making offerings at the ocean or other body of water are all good ideas. 

With Venus newly in Cancer, this is the perfect time to embrace this loving 
mother goddess energy that is available to all of us, no matter what we grew 
up with. The goddess, the Earth herself, the water, the moon -- there is so 
much loving feminine energy that is our birthright to know and feel. Venus is a 
powerful ally in working with mother goddess energy and forgiving, nurturing, 
loving energy in general. 

https://events.genndi.com/replay/818720503324740265/1fc2e2e28c/0/0
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NEW MOON RITUAL
WOMB MEDITATION

You can do this in your bed or a comfortable place in nature. I know it’s quite 
hot right now in many places, so go wherever you feel most comfortable 
physically. You can also do this in the bath which is perfect for the Cancerian 
(water) nature of this moon. 

To gather (some of the following): 

• Fresh flowers (especially roses and white flowers)
• Honey
• Aloe vera 
• Moonstone
• Lavender
• Rose quartz
• Selenite
• Quartz

If you are taking a bath, you can simply add these to the water. If you are 
laying in nature or bed, lay the flowers over you (remove the stems) and any 
stones or oil you’d like to use as well. In the bath or ocean, submerge. In nature 
on in bed, cover yourself in sheet. I recommend being freshly showered (and 
moisturized if you’re not in water). 

Inside this space, do nothing. Simply be and wait to notice your heartbeat 
and your breath. You can just let your breathing be natural. Be still until your 
awareness of your breath and your heart becomes fuller. Feel the safety of this 
space, of your own resting body, or even your own womb space (this is not 
gender-specific and can be done by anyone). 

Imagine you are in an egg-like shape that is safe and protection. You can 
imagine the egg as gold or any color you like. 

Now imagine all the nourishment you want to come to you in the womb. Love, 
Money, Comfort, Care, Kindness, Compassion… anything you want. Imagine 
that this is all streaming into the womb around you and that there is no barrier 
between you and what is floating in the womb. Everything that enters the 
womb enters you as well. The barrier around the womb keeps out anything 
that you don’t want to come in. It is only permeable to the womb nutrients. 
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Feel yourself receiving everything you need. 

Envision the entire womb and your whole body filing with pink light. Feel 
yourself swaddled in love. Remember that a form of this womb is available to 
you at all times, in all places. 

To close, thank you mother goddesses, angels, protectors, Higher Self, or Love 
itself for surrounding you in love. Ask they continue to protect you. Allow 
for slowness as you reintegrate as it makes it more possible to stay with the 
feeling you had in the womb and experiment with feeling this as you go about 
your day. 

MERCURY RETROGRADE 
The timeline of Mercury retro will be:

June 20th  pre-shadow period begins

July 7th  retrograde begins @ 9:15p EST

July 31st retrograde ends

August 25th post-shadow period ends 

This means you’ll want to pay attention to this timeline, knowing that topics 
or events since the 20th are likely to come back up, and that the messages of 
the retrograde may not be fully sorted out until late August. 
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PETITIONING MERCURY
We are going to petition Mercury to ask for ease and grace during the 
retrograde. It is important to do this prior to the start of the retrograde. The 
last retrograde we had, in Pisces, was quite difficult. This one will be different 
but still tricky. We all could use a bit of a break in the severity of our retrograde 
symptoms and difficulties. 

Areas of life under Mercury’s purview:

Writing
Travel
Software
Transmitted information (the internet, faxes, etc)
Travel
Electronics
Paperwork
Communication in general
Administration, processes, logistics

1. Light a purple candle (you can use another color if you don’t have) 

2. If you don’t have a candle you can use incense instead

3. Take a piece of paper and pen and think of what is most important to you 
in the upcoming retrograde. What do you most want help with? 

4. Here is an example letter 
Dear Beloved Mercury (or Hermes),  
 
My intention is to avoid communication errors caused by haste and 
reactivity during Mercury Retrograde.  
 
I am struggling with my own temper in relation to this. I know that if 
I cultivate the willingness to pause before responding this will help. I 
see myself doing this effectively. Please help me with the clarity and 
wisdom to know this is for the highest good and to untangle any cords of 
communication beyond my control.  
 
So it is. 
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5. Light your candle or your incense and send you intention into the air with 
it. This, of course, works best if it comes from your heart. 

Back with you soon!

Xx

Emily


